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1. ABSTRACT 

The hydroxygen as an additive to the gasoline is used in the present experimental 

investigation for reducing the fuel consumption and conserve the fast-depleting fossil fuel 

without any engine modification. The Hydroxygen was produced from the developed 

electrolytic cell and the power of the alternator through the battery was used to meet the 

demand of power of electrolytic cell to produce Hydroxygen. The power to the electrolytic 

cell was controlled by circuit. During the experiment, the voltage and current across the 

electrolytic cell was measured by introducing the other circuit and data was collected. 

The experiment was conducted on 150 cc Bajaj Pulsar DTSi bike engine with different 

Hydroxygen gas  flow rate of 400 ml/hr, 703 ml/hr, 1196 ml/hr and 2183 ml/hr. Overall 

performance and emission was found to be optimum for 703 ml/hr hydroxygen addition with 

the maximum relative decrease in brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) 26.55%, relative 

increase in brake power (BP)  and brake thermal  efficiency(BTE, ƞ %) were 9.04% and 

35.75% respectively, the maximum relative decrease in carbon monoxide (CO) , un burned 

hydrocarbon (HC) and Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) were 8.07%, 99.38% and 53.39% respectively 

against the 9.816 watt electrolytic cell average battery power consumption during the flow 

measurement experiment.  

The experiment was conducted on 135 cc Bajaj Discover DTSi bike with 600 ml per hour 

hydroxygen flow rate introduced to the engine intake manifold. Performance and exhaust 

gas emission parameters were measured by keeping 0.35 mm, 0.60 mm and 0.80 mm 

electrodes gap of spark plug (EGSP). Overall performance and emission were found to be 

optimum for 0.6 mm electrodes gap of spark plug with hydroxygen addition with the 

maximum relative decrease in brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) 50.246%, relative 

increase in brake power (BP) and brake thermal efficiency (BTE, ƞ %) were 76.82% and 

101.32% respectively, the maximum relative decrease in carbon monoxide (CO), un burned 

hydrocarbon (HC) and Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) were 96.96%, 90.29% and 81.73% 

respectively. The electrolytic cell average battery power consumption was found to be 7.83 

watt during laboratory flow measurement experiment and 18.64 watt during the laboratory 

experiment done on engine.  

After optimizing hydroxygen flow rate of 600 ml/hr and 0.60 mm EGSP, the initial road 

test was conducted with 100 cc 4S Bajaj discover DTSi bike and electric supply was arrange 

from in built battery without any major modification of existing bike engine. The 

performance was measured on road with 400 ml of gasoline on same route and same persons 
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on bike and driver to maintain the driving style on road with and without hydroxygen as an 

additive. The mileage went up to 29.54% on relative basis with hydroxygen addition from 

the electrolytic cell with 8.425-watt average battery power consumption during the initial 

road test.  

The life cycle test on 100 cc Bajaj discover DTSi bike was conducted on road in two parts. 

In first part it was run with and without hydroxygen addition for 14981 km on road. In second 

part it was run for 2000 km again with and without hydroxygen as per IS: 10000 (Part-IX) 

and AIS-137(Part-I) to have real world city and urban driving scenario effect. The oil sample 

was collected after 1000 and 2000 Km in both the road life cycle test and analysis carried 

out to compare the amount of metal debris using analytical ferrography analysis test as per 

ASTM methods, oil physio chemical analysis test, FTIR-Spectroscopy to identify oxidation, 

sulphation & nitration and Spectroscopy for Elemental to identify wear, contamination and 

additive depletion. Oil sample analysis showed the increase in the Oxidation, sulphation and 

nitration with hydroxygen as an additive compared to without hydroxygen addition but 

remained in limits. It’s because of presence of gaseous hydroxygen and higher combustion 

temperature. Apart from that wear particle size in micron and in PPM, depletion of additives 

in oil, physio chemical properties degradation after 2000 km found to be very less and 

remained more stable with hydroxygen as an additive compared to gasoline operation with 

rise in mileage from 70.63 Km/Litre to 90.28 Km/Litre. This showed the 21.75% of gasoline 

saving with hydroxygen as an additive. 

2. BRIEF DESCRIPTION ON THE STATE OF THE ART OF THE RESEARCH 

TOPIC 

Nearly 60% of air pollution is from motor vehicles. It causes several respiratory diseases. 

Pollution increases global warming and changes the climatic conditions. Continuous efforts 

are being made to explore new sites of the finite fossil fuels. However, the rate of depletion 

of fossil fuels has increased multifold due to excessive usage. To counter this, we need an 

alternate resource which has to be renewable, efficient, cost effective, safe, sustainable and 

having minimum effect on the environment. In near future, hydrogen represents an 

alternative use to replace the hydrocarbon fuel commercially and economically in internal 

combustion engine. 

Any attempt to save environment is important for human beings. Fossil fuels can be 

substituted in part by hydrogen as an alternative energy source (Maher, 2004). There exists 

a strong relation between efficiency and environmental impact for any service or production 
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process. Improved efficiency has benefits in two ways. Firstly, it reduces the energy 

consumptions and associated with less emission of pollutants generation and secondly, for 

same service or products during its life time usage also it reduces the cumulative effect on 

environment (Ibrahim, 2007).  

The Indian transport sector consumed 70% of diesel and 99.6% petrol. For the transport 

sector, the consumption of petrol by two-wheeler is 61.42% whilst the consumption of petrol 

for the car is 34.33% and by three-wheeler is at 2.4%. So, in Indian context, the alternate 

fuel for gasoline two-wheeler is to be targeted for fuel conservation and greenhouse gas 

(GHG) emission reduction (Piyush, 2015). 

By the year 2030, the European Union has committed to cut its greenhouse gas emission up 

to 40% below 1990 levels. Emissions are found to be significantly decreased in almost all 

sectors during the period of 1990 and 2015.This decrement was observed for all sectors 

except the transport sector wherein a 23% increment was found. Thus, the Transport sector 

is a key hurdle for environmental decarburization process for entire globe and something to 

be done aggressively for the transport sector (Tagliapietra and Zachmann, 2018). 

As per report on emissions inventory for road transport in India 2020: Framework and post 

facto policy impact assessment showed gasoline vehicle % share of emission distribution by 

age wise in 2020 as per following table which is quite high for gasoline vehicle in Indian 

context (Singh N. et. al. 2020). 

   

POST 

2015 

 

POST 

2010 

 

POST 

2005 

 

POST 

2000 

 Till 

2000 

Gasoline 

vehicle 

contribution 

CO2 47 32 16 4 1 37 

CO 40 31 13 7 9 76 

PM 36 28 21 12 4 63 

NOx 31 38 21 8 3 57 

Hydrogen is more suitable for SI engine than CI engine due to its high ignition temperature 

(D’Andrea et al., 2004; Das, 1996, 2002; Heywood, 1988; Kahraman et al., 2007; Das et al., 

2000). Flame speed of hydrogen is five times faster than gasoline (Ma et al., 2008) due to its 

high diffusivity (Maher, 2004). Hydrogen has high adiabatic flame speed that leads to 

constant volume combustion to increase the thermal efficiency (Ma et al., 2008; Karagoz et 

al., 2015a). O and OH radicals increase the chain branch reactions. 6% of hydrogen addition 

engine becomes smoother and runs in ultra-lean condition as 4.1% is the flammable limit of 
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the hydrogen. Lean burn is the effective way for higher thermal efficiency (D’Andrea et al., 

2004; Conte and Boulouchos, 2004; Changwei and Shuofeng, 2009a). Flammability of the 

gasoline-air mixture can be extended by adding little amount of hydrogen which increases 

flame propagation and burning velocity of lean mixture. Thus, it improves the economy, 

emission and thermal efficiency of the engine (Jingding et al., 1998). Variation of flame 

kernel at early combustion stage is much smaller for hydrogen than hydrocarbon fuels. 

Higher the stability of early flame stage with hydrogen addition leads to faster burning with 

low cyclic variation that increases the temperature and hence specific heat ratio of expansion 

responsible to increase in thermal efficiency. It also reduces the post combustion heat 

release, cooling losses and exhaust losses which are responsible to high thermal efficiency 

(Heywood, 1988; Ozdor et al., 1994). Thus, hydrogen addition as an additive increases the 

thermal efficiency and decreases the emission (Bari and Mohammad, 2010). The combustion 

of hydrogen produces only water vapour and again it is recyclable so it is promising 

renewable alternate fuel (Vezirocjlu and Barbir, 1992). Hydrogen addition decreases the 

power output due to its low energy density by volume (Changwei and Shuofeng, 2009a; Akif 

et al., 2012).  

Large amount of CO and HC emission is observed at idle and slow speed which is considered 

to be city driving conditions. So, researchers are trying to improve the city driving condition 

to conserve the fuel and reduce the GHG pollution. Due to inhomogeneity of charge at idle 

and low speed leads to unstable combustion. Cyclic variation, in this case, is high with high 

residual gas fraction with variation in fuel air ratio. Out of total time of travel, it is estimated 

that 25% of total time is being wasted at idle at cross roads and 30% of total fuel used is also 

wasted at idle without any useful power production which leads to the pollution of the 

environment. This is being increased day by day due to increase in the number of vehicles 

on road (Tong et al., 1999; John and Larry, 1997). The engine efficiency can be increased 

by 6% by eliminating the cyclic variation of engine at idle and slow speed which helps to 

reduce the fuel consumption and emission. Addition of Hydrogen increases the laminar 

burning velocity exponentially and weakens the hydrogen and gasoline turbulent flow 

fluctuations which reduces the cyclic variations (Zuohua et al., 2006; Jinhua et al., 2008; 

Bing et al., 2008). In a gasoline engine, the power output can be increased by 10% by 

eliminating the Cycle-by-Cycle Variations (CCV) (Ozdor et al., 1994; Zervas, 2004). At low 

loads and for everyday driving, the brake thermal efficiency gains of hydrogen compared to 

gasoline is found high up to 60 percent on relative basis (Verhelst et al., 2009). 
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60 percent of hydrogen addition by volume by keeping equivalence Ratio (Φ) > 0.85, the 

effect on burn duration and cycle to cycle variation are negligible. But by keeping Φ < 0.85 

the torque and indicated mean effective pressure (IMEP) increases and the burn duration and 

cycle to cycle variation decreases (D’Andrea et al., 2004). 

The rise in the brake thermal efficiency was observed with H2 and O2 addition. Using 3 

percent and 6 percent hydrogen volume fraction of total intake as secondary fuel at 1400 

rpm for constant engine speed, the increase in NOx emission and decrease in HC, CO2 and 

CO emission was found (Changwei and Shuofeng, 2009a). 

The spark timing had insignificant effect on CO emission while increasing the hydrogen 

volume fraction from 0 percent to 3 percent through adjusting the hydrogen injection 

duration (Changwei et al., 2010). Improvement was observed in thermal efficiency, 

combustion performance and NOx emission with the increase of hydrogen addition level for 

the SI engine at stoichiometric condition. The HC and CO emission decreases up to hydrogen 

energy fraction level of 14.44 % then it increases at idle and stoichiometric conditions 

(Changwei and Shuofeng, 2009b). The adding the hydrogen in gasoline engine found to be 

effective to reduce the idle speed. This leads to the reduction in idle fuel consumption 

(Shuofeng et.al, 2010).  

Hydrogen addition eliminates the dependence between the air fuel ratio and cyclic variation 

beyond λ = 1.37 that means only lean condition with hydrogen addition has effect on co 

efficient of variance (COV). NOx is found maximum at λ = 1.1 for all hydrogen addition 

level and NOx reduces for other values of λ. NOx was higher and HC is lower for 7.74 

percent hydrogen addition. For all percentage of hydrogen addition, peak pressure and 

temperature increases and mass fraction burn (MFB) duration decreases (Akif et al., 2012).  

Because of very low density of hydrogen, it is stored in cylinder by compressing it up to 70 

MPa or chemically combined with metal alloy for its practical use in the engine on road (Bari 

and Mohammad, 2010). But this method of hydrogen storage led to increase in overall 

system weight (Fontana et al., 2002). Due to the requirement of high energy level for the 

conversion of gaseous hydrogen into liquid, the costs of on-board cryogenic hydrogen 

cylinder increases (White C. M. et al. 2006). Thus, to have on board hydrogen from water 

electrolysis eliminates hydrogen storage problem, which in turn eliminates a high-pressure 

tank and becomes safe. The hydrogen is being produced and simultaneously utilized in the 

engine via intake manifold when it is operated. 
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Practical considerations of industrial electrochemical engineering and electrolyser 

development have led to the conclusion that the alkaline water electrolysis is still a better 

means for hydrogen production (Zeng K. and Zhang D., 2010). Among the different water 

electrolysis, the alkaline water electrolysis has its own simplicity. 

The KOH 6 g/L concentration by weight was found to be best among KOH and NaOH as a 

catalyst in electrolytic cell and reduction in NOx, CO and HC found to be 15%, 18% and 

14% respectively (Mohamed M. EL-Kassaby et al., 2016). 

To control the NOx, the constant mass flow water injection with respect to gasoline as 0.25/1 

is used by adjusting the hydroxygen gas mixture flow rate of 0%, 3.75% and 7.5% (2:1 

proportion of H2: O2) by-volume of intake charge for a given engine speed range which 

resulted in decrease of NOx emission from 141.1% to 82.7% with water injection. However, 

for same ignition advance angle, the improvements in brake specific energy consumption 

(BSEC), brake power, brake thermal efficiency, cyclic variation was observed to be reduced 

with water injection. The water injection reduced total hydro carbon (THC) and CO emission 

also (Karagoz et al., 2015b). 

3. DEFINITION OF THE PROBLEM  

There are literatures available for performance and emission of gasoline engine with 

hydrogen and oxygen used from filled cylinder along with combustion analysis. There is 

little availability of literature for performance and emission in which hydroxygen produced 

from electrolytic cell which is powered by engine alternator itself with gasoline and instantly 

feed to the engine intake manifold and tested in laboratory and on road for its life cycle 

analysis. The performance and emission characteristics of hydrogen and oxygen used from 

filled cylinder compared to immediate use of hydroxygen produced from electrolytic cell 

with gasoline may differ. This can be explained that the gas produced via an electrolyzer 

which mixture is distinctly different than the Brown and other known gases. The 

measurements   reported suggest the existence in the    gas of stable clusters   composed of 

H and O atoms, their dimers H-O, and their molecules H2, O2, and H2O whose bond cannot 

entirely be of valence type. The experimental   measurements   on the hydroxygen (HHO) 

gas are reported  with the working hypothesis that the clusters constituting the gas constitute 

new chemical species called for certain technical reasons “magnecules “as well as to 

distinguish them from the conventional “molecules”. It is indicated that the creation of the 

gaseous and combustible gas from distilled water at atmospheric temperature   and pressure 

occurs via a process structurally    different   than evaporation   or separation. Thus, 
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suggesting    the existence of a new form of water, with the structure (H x H)-O   where “x” 

represents   the new magnecular bond and "-” the conventional molecular bond.  The 

transition from the conventional H-O-H species to the new (H x H)-O species is predicted   

by a change   of the electric   polarization   of water caused by the electrolyser. When H-O-

H   is liquid, the new species (H x H)-O can only be gaseous, thus explaining the transition 

of state without evaporation or separation energy.  Finally, the new species (H x H)-O is 

predicted to be unstable and decay into H x H and O (Santilli, 2006). 

The Improvement in performance and emission was found  with hydroxygen addition in to 

the intake manifold of Digital Twin Spark Ignition (DTSi) engine produced from water 

electrolysis with single and two spark plug mode (Hardik et al.,2016) .The improvement in 

performance and emission was also found in certain range with addition of little amount of 

hydroxygen produced from water electrolysis with the variation in compression ratio and in 

spark timing respectively in to engine intake manifold (Shaishav et al.,2017; Sagar et 

al.,2017). 

So, present work is planned to check the effect of hydroxygen flow rate variation and 

electrode gap of spark plug on performance and emission of single cylinder four stroke SI 

Bike engine with hydroxygen as an additive without any major modifications in engine, 

using power available from the alternator of engine to produce the hydroxygen from 

electrolyser.  

4. RESEARCH GAP 

 

The effect of immediate feed of the hydroxygen produced on board from electrolytic cell 

powered by battery through alternator to engine intake manifold after carburettor without 

any engine modification yet not reported in laboratory and on road to investigate the engine 

performance and emission. During such experiment the hydroxygen remains in transition 

phase as per studied by Santilli (2006). Considering this research gap, the variation of 

hydroxygen flow rate and electrode gap of spark plug were taken up to optimise these 

parameters to test the bike engine without any modification for its performance and emission 

in laboratory and road test for its life cycle analysis with optimised laboratory parameters in 

real world city and urban driving scenario.    

5. RESEARCH OBJECTIVES  

 Following are the objectives of present research work. 

 To design the electrolytic cell for hydroxygen production to suite the requirement of bike 

engine.  
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Following parameters were investigated without DTSi bike engine modification and with 

and without hydroxygen as an additive. 

 To investigate effect of variation of hydroxygen flow rate.  

 To investigate effect of variation of electrode gap of spark plug.  

 To investigate the road performance of a DTSi bike for its mileage and fuel saving for 

investigated optimum hydroxygen flow rate and electrode gap of spark plug parameters 

during laboratory engine experimental work by facing real world city and urban driving 

scenario. 

 The life cycle analysis of a DTSi bike as per IS-10000(Part-IX) and AIS-137(Part-I) by 

investigation of the oil sample analysis taken at 1000 Km and 2000 Km to compare the oil 

physio chemical analysis, FTIR-Spectroscopy to identify oxidation, sulphation & nitration 

and Spectroscopy for Elemental Analysis to identify wear, contamination and additive 

depletion. 

6.  THE OUTCOME OF PRESENT RESEARCH WORK 

 The ethanol blending in gasoline is achieved up to 2.3% only on national average of gasoline 

consumption. We are dependant up to 80% crude oil import to meet our demand (Biofuel 

policy 2018). So, it is very important to save fuel by any renewable resources which gives 

inline or improved performance and emission of existing two-wheeler. In India the two-

wheeler gasoline consumption is highest up to 61.42% of total gasoline consumption (Piyush 

Goyal, 2015). Also, old two-wheelers on road are highest in number. The total number of 

registered motor vehicles increased from about 0.3 million in March, 1951 to 230.03 million 

up to 31st March, 2016 out of which 73.5 % are two-wheeler (Library Lok Sabha refence 

note, 2018). It will be replaced by BS VI norms vehicle and EV in phase manner as scrape 

policy is yet not made stringent looking at middle and lower middle-class people. By 

conducting this thesis work it is found to have saving in gasoline fuel of 21.25 % and with 

27.82% mileage rise with improved performance and emission on road of old two-wheeler 

in real world city and urban driving scenario can contribute a lot to Indian crude import and 

Indian citizen health by reducing the emission from two-wheeler. 

The gasoline fuel of 21.25 %  result in 3.406 MMT of gasoline savings as per current 

outcome of thesis means 6.912 MMT import of crude oils would be saved per annum will 

lead to saving of USD 2.762 Billion (Rs 189.04 billion rupees) per annum as per 2017-18 

data in foreign exchange along with less costing of gasoline per litre with reduced emissions 
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in Indian environment to contribute to the Indian citizen health improvement during the 

transition phase to shift towards the Indian EV policy from IC engine. It has very good 

impact of social, economic and health point of view on Indian residents against the day to 

day rise in two-wheeler on road if implemented. 

7.  METHODOLOGY OF RESEARCH 

Electrolytic cell 

The electrolytic cell was finalized after doing number of trials to produce hydroxygen to suit 

the current experimental work.  

The hydroxygen gas flow was measured by standard method of measuring the displaced 

water volume in inverted graduated cylinder in given time. The figure 1A shows different 

hydroxygen flow rate against cell power consumption and used with 150 cc DTSi pulsar bike 

laboratory experiment. The average hydroxygen flow was found to be 600 ml/hr which is 

shown in Graph figure 1 with another finalized separate circuit and used with 135 cc DTSi 

Discover bike laboratory experiment and with 100 cc DTSi Discover bike for road test. 

Electrolytic cell gives off its flow as per its capability with the delay of 52 seconds.  

The average power consumption of electrolytic cell for variable hydroxygen flow rate was 

found as per table no 1 mentioned below. During constant laboratory flow of 600 ml/hr 

experimental work the average power consumption measured by the connected circuit was 

found to be 7.83 watts and electrolytic cell efficiency with associated hydrogen energy rate 

of 1.2 watt found to be 15.32%.  

Hydroxygen flow rate Power associated with 

Hydrogen flow 

Average cell power 

consumption 

Cell efficiency 

Ml/Hr WATT WATT % 

400 0.7288 6.96 10.47126 

703.23 1.281 9.816 13.05012 

1196.17 2.1797 16.67756 13.06966 

2183.4 3.9786 21.388 18.60202 

Table no. 1 Electrolytic cell average battery power consumption in watt during the 

laboratory different hydroxygen flow measurement experiment. 
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  Experimental set up and methodology adopted. 

A) The variable hydroxygen flow rate of 400 ml/hr, 703 ml/hr, 1196 ml/hr and 2183 ml/hr 

laboratory engine experiment was conducted with 150 cc Pulsar DTSi bike engine with DC 

generator dynamometer with electric bulb load bank. Performance and emission readings 

were taken at no load, 800, 1200-, 1600-, 2000- and 2400-watt electric load at 3000 and 3500 

rpm. 

 

Figure 2 – Engine set up depicting gasoline fuel, air, Hydroxygen supply with electrolytic cell arrangement and 

circuit arrangement for power supply from alternator –battery and electrolytic cell. 

 

 

B) After optimizing hydroxygen flow rate, the experimental work was taken with 135 cc 

Discover DTSi bike engine with rope brake dynamometer to optimize the EGSP at 1500, 
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2000, 2500, 3000 and 3500 rpm at no load, 1 kg, 2 Kg and 4 Kg initial tension of rope brake 

dynamometer.  

C) After optimizing hydroxygen flow rate and EGSP, the initial performance and life cycle 

analysis was conducted on 100 cc Discover DTSi bike on road in real world city and urban 

driving scenario. As depicted in figure 2 the hydroxygen was taken in during suction stroke 

to intake manifold after carburetor and mixes with air gasoline mixtures in all engine 

laboratory experiment and road test.  

D) The set spark timing in Bike CDI of manufacturer was not disturbed (Changwei et al.,2010) 

and as per Bike manufacturer guide line the carburetor was set at 1400 rpm for each 

experimental work with and without hydroxygen operation for its maximum braking torque. 

The power consumption by the battery was not deducted from the measured brake power. It 

was accounted in BSFC with energy associated with constant flow of hydrogen available in 

the average Hydroxygen flow found at laboratory flow measurement as per figure 1 and 1A 

at each operating condition assuming the same flow rate of hydroxygen flow from 

electrolytic cell during the during the laboratory engine test & on road test. 

E) Initial road test and Life cycle analysis test. 

As per methodology adopted the electrolytic cell was attached to 100 cc DTSi Discover bike 

with laboratory optimized hydroxygen flow rate of 600 ml/hr and 0.6 mm EGSP was taken 

for initial road test with and without hydroxygen as an additive for 400 ml of gasoline. The 

Bike was run on gasoline and hydroxygen alternatively for more than 14000 km for first part 

of life cycle analysis. After that for life cycle analysis, the combination of IS-10000 (Part 

IX) and AIS-137(Part-1) was taken as reference. So, combining above both the standards It 

was decided to run the vehicle on road for its life cycle analysis with rider weight of 90 kg 

(75% load) for 500 kms and more than 120 kg rider weight (Full load) for another 500 kms 

for each cycle of 1000 km. Such two cycles were completed on road covering more than 

2000 kms with and without hydroxygen as an additive. Due care for routine maintenance 

and gear shifting was taken in both the road test by keeping same persons for maintain the 

driving habits on same route. After that it was run for 2000 kms with and without hydroxygen 

as an additive for life cycle test on road. The oil sample was collected after 1000 and 2000 

Km in both the road life cycle test and analysis was carried out to compare the amount of 

metal debris using analytical ferrography analysis test, oil physio chemical analysis test, 

FTIR-Spectroscopy to identify oxidation, sulphation & nitration and Spectroscopy for 
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Elemental Analysis to identify wear, contamination and additive depletion. The spark plug 

condition were also observed after 1000 kms and 2000 kms run with and without hydroxygen 

as an additive.  

8. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION  

A)-Variable Hydroxygen flow rate laboratory experimental work. 

BSFC VS LOAD 

 
  

As hydroxygen introduced after carburettor 

in suction manifold reduces air flow through 

carburettor and it carries lesser amount of 

gasoline so as a thumb rule BSFC must 

reduced and equivalence ratio also reduces. 

If combustion in the cylinder improves with 

hydroxygen O and H magnecules with 

gasoline than it is to be reflected in 

performance and emission parameters. 

 

BSFC VS LOAD at the 3000-rpm graph is shown in figure no 3A. 

At 3000 rpm and at different loads, the BSFC for 703 ml/hr hydroxygen flow rate 

remained lower than all other hydroxygen flow rate except at 800 watt of electric bulb load of 

gasoline flow and 400 ml/hr hydroxygen flow operation. 

Also, there was no reduction of BSFC found for 2183.4 ml/hr and 1196.17 ml/hr 

hydroxygen flow rate for all loads at 3000 rpm than gasoline operation showed poor 

combustion and just draws the gasoline with air before inlet valve closes. Relative reduction 

of 9.17% in BSFC found to be only at 2400-watt load for 400 ml/hr hydroxygen flow rate 

compared to gasoline operation. The maximum relative reduction in BSFC for 703 ml/hr 

hydroxygen flow rate compared to gasoline operation was found to be 14.05% at 1600-watt 

electric bulb load and 3000 rpm.  

BRAKE POWER VS LOAD 

BP VS LOAD at the 3000-rpm the absolute maximum rise in brake power in watt for 

400 ml/hr,703 ml/hr, 1196.17 ml/hr and 2183.4 ml/hr hydroxygen flow rate than it came out 

to be 68.71-watt, 32.93-watt, 62.02 watt and 77.41 watt respectively at 2400 watt of electric 

bulb load compared to gasoline operation, which was higher than the 6.96-watt, 9.81-watt, 
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16.67 watt and 21.38 watt of average power consumption of electrolytic cell of respective 

hydroxygen flow rate at 3000 rpm.  

 It suggests that the expenditure of power from battery of the vehicle can be justified in 

turns of output of the engine brake power. The presence of gaseous form of hydrogen and 

oxygen in unstable form in the hydroxygen mixes with air-gasoline mixture and helps in 

combustion to take out more energy in output by helping in chain branch reactions. 

BRAKE THERMAL EFFICIENCY (ηBri Th %) VS LOAD 

 
  

BTE (ηBri Th %) VS LOAD at the 3000-

rpm graph is shown in figure no 5A. 

The maximum relative rise of 9.67% (400 

ml/hr, 2400-watt load) and 16.61% (400 

ml/hr, 1600-watt load) in brake thermal 

efficiency was observed for hydroxygen 

compared to gasoline operation at 3000 rpm 

respectively. Because of poor combustion it 

did not reflect for 1196.17 ml/hr and 2183.4 

ml/hr hydroxygen flow rate.    

EQUIVALENCE RATIO (Փ) VS LOAD 

EQV RATIO (Փ) VS LOAD the equivalence ration for 400 ml/hr, 1196.17 ml/hr, 2183.4 

ml/hr hydroxygen flow rate became leaner than gasoline operation but did not remain below 

(Փ) 0.85 at 3000 and 3500 rpm. The equivalence ration for 703 ml/hr hydroxygen flow rate 

became leaner than gasoline operation and remained below (Փ) 0.85 at 2000-watt load and  

 remained below (Փ) 0.85 at no load, 2000- and 2400-watt load at 3000 and 3500 rpm    

respectively represents the lean burning and reflected in performance and emission parameters 

(D’Andrea et al.,2004; Conte and Boulouchos,2004; Changwei and Shuofeng,2009a).  

EMISSIONS: 

HC PPM VS LOAD 

HC PPM VS LOAD at the 3500-rpm the maximum relative reduction of 12.17% (400 

ml/hr, 1200-watt load), 57.57% (703 ml/hr, 2000-watt load), 7.42% (1196.17 ml/hr, 2000-

watt load) and 8.99 % (2183.4 ml/hr, 2000-watt load) in HC PPM was observed respectively 

at 3500 rpm. 

CO % VOL VS LOAD 
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CO % VOL VS LOAD at the 3000-rpm the relative reduction of 3.45% in CO % VOL was 

found to be only at no load for 703 ml/hr hydroxygen operation with respect to gasoline 

operation. 

NOx PPM VS LOAD  

NOx PPM VS LOAD the maximum relative reduction of 35%, 43.89%, 7.89% and 28.40 % 

in NOx PPM was observed for (400 ml/hr, 1600-watt load), (703 ml/hr, 1600-watt load), 

(1196.17 ml/hr, 2400-watt load) and (2183.4 ml/hr, 2400-watt load) respectively at 3000 rpm. 

From above all discussion, the maximum advantage of BTE (ƞ%) was reflected for 703 ml/hr 

hydroxygen flow rate operation. The equivalence ration (Փ) for 703 ml/hr hydroxygen flow 

rate operation remains below 0.85 in some area and becomes leaner compared to other 

operations. In turns it is reflected in emission reduction especially in NOx, CO2 % VOL and 

HC PPM with restricted rise in exhaust gas temperature and CO % VOL compared to other 

hydroxygen flow rate operation. So leaner mixture operation becomes useful technic to reduce 

CO % VOL emission (D’Andrea et al.,2004; Conte and Boulouchos,2004; Changwei and 

Shuofeng,2009a). 

 B)-Electrode gap of Spark plug EGSP variation for 600 ml/hr hydroxygen flow rate  

Performance parameters: 

 BSFC vs RPM: 

 

BSFC VS RPM at 2 Kg of initial tension of 

rope brake dynamometer is shown in figure 

10B - The maximum relative reduction in 

BSFC for hydroxygen operation was found to 

be 30.24% (0.35 mm EGSP, 3000 rpm), 

44.45% (0.60 mm EGSP, 2500 rpm) and 3.58% 

(0.80 mm EGSP, 3500 rpm) respectively with 

respect to gasoline operation at 2 Kg initial 

tension of rope brake dynamometer. 

From above discussion and analysis, the 0.6 mm EGSP hydroxygen operation becomes more 

effective from optimum combustion and fuel consumption point of view. For same spark advance 

angle at 0.35 mm and 0.8 mm EGSP hydroxygen operation has less or more voltage to be build 

up across the electrodes to jump the spark gap respectively which may cause change in spark 

duration. This may cause the combustion phenomena to draw air through the carburettor while 

moving piston downward before the inlet valve closes carrying more gasoline. 
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BP vs RPM 

 

BP VS RPM at 2 Kg of initial tension of rope 

brake dynamometer is shown in figure 11B 

The maximum relative rise in BP for 

hydroxygen operation was found to be 0.73%, 

32.82% and 34.12% for (0.35 mm EGSP, 3000 

rpm), (0.60 mm EGSP, 2000 rpm) and (0.80 mm 

EGSP, 3000 rpm) respectively with respect to 

gasoline operation at 2 Kg initial tension of rope 

brake dynamometer. 

The absolute rise in BP for hydroxygen operation was found to be 5.19, 70.76 and 92.47 watt for 

(0.35 mm EGSP, 3000 rpm), (0.60 mm EGSP, 25000 rpm) and (0.80 mm EGSP, 3500 rpm) 

respectively with respect to gasoline operation at 2 Kg initial tension of rope brake dynamometer. 

Which was higher than average Electrolytic cell battery power consumption of 7.83 watt for 

laboratory flow measurement experiment and 18.64 watt during laboratory engine experimental 

work for 0.60 mm and 0.80 mm EGSP. 

The overall performance of engine with 0.6 mm EGSP hydroxygen operation remained beneficial 

compared to 0.35 mm and 0.8 mm EGSP with hydroxygen addition with respect to BSFC and 

BP point of view which in turns it reflected clearly in BTE (ƞ%). 

BTE (ƞ%) vs RPM: 

 

BTE (ƞ%) VS RPM at 2 Kg of initial tension 

of rope brake dynamometer is shown in 

figure 12B- The maximum relative rise in BTE 

(ƞ%) was found to be 46.95%, 78.62% and 

2.83% for (0.35 mm EGSP, 3000 rpm), (0.60 

mm EGSP, 2500 rpm) and (0.80 mm EGSP, 

2500 rpm) respectively with respect to 

gasoline operation at 2 Kg initial tension of 

rope brake dynamometer. 
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It can be explained that the spark energy with respect to same spark advance angle in case of 0.6 

mm EGSP with hydroxygen addition is sufficient to initiate the chain branch reaction of gasoline 

with O and OH radicals of hydroxygen to faster burn rate to take out more energy efficiently with 

the favourable turbulence available in engine cylinder in given time with lesser fuel flow rate of 

gasoline compared to 0.35 mm and 0.8 mm EGSP with hydroxygen addition with lean mixture. 

(D’Andrea et al.,2004; Conte and Boulouchos,2004; Changwei and Shuofeng,2009a). 

From above all analysis of performance parameter it is very much clear that the 0.60 mm EGSP 

hydroxygen operation is most beneficial. 

Equivalence ratio: 

  EQV RATIO Φ Vs RPM: 

 Equivalence ratio (Φ) vs RPM at 1 Kg initial tension of rope brake 

dynamometer the Equivalence ratio (Φ) at 1 Kg initial tension of rope brake dynamometer 

remained below 0.85 for 0.35 mm EGSP hydroxygen operation at (1500 rpm, 0.79).  It was 

observed below 0.85 for 0.60 mm EGSP hydroxygen operation at (1500, 0.56), (2000, 0.60) 

and (2500, 0.62). It was observed below 0.85 for 0.80 mm EGSP hydroxygen operation at 

(1500, 0.70) and (2000, 0.64). 

Leaner mixture means more oxygen availability for combustion. If all other parameters 

become favourable than good combustion phenomenon leads to improved performance 

parameters and reduced emission. Here it was reflected in 0.60 EGSP hydroxygen operation 

performance parameters. 

Emission parameters  

HC PPM vs RPM: 

 

HC PPM VS RPM at 1 Kg initial tension of 

rope brake the maximum relative reduction in 

HC PPM for hydroxygen operation was found 

to be 63.51%, 92% and 15.80% for (0.35 mm 

EGSP, 3500 rpm), (0.60 mm EGSP, 3000 

rpm) and (0.80 mm EGSP, 2000 rpm) 

respectively with respect to gasoline 

operation at 1 Kg initial tension of rope brake 

dynamometer. 

 

CO % VOL vs RPM: 

CO % VOL VS RPM at no initial tension of rope brake dynamometer the 
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maximum relative reduction in CO % VOL for hydroxygen operation was found to be 98.60%, 

96.96% and 78.45% for (0.35 mm EGSP, 3500 rpm), (0.60 mm EGSP, 2000 rpm) and (0.80 

mm EGSP, 2500 rpm) respectively with respect to gasoline operation at no initial tension of 

rope brake dynamometer. 

NOx PPM vs RPM:  

NOx PPM VS RPM at 1 Kg initial tension of rope brake dynamometer the maximum 

relative reduction in NOx PPM for hydroxygen operation was found to be 6.25% and 70% for 

(0.35 mm EGSP, 1500 rpm), (0.60 mm EGSP, 3000 rpm) respectively with respect to gasoline 

operation at 1 Kg initial tension of rope brake dynamometer. 

The NOx for 0.6 mm EGSP with hydroxygen addition remained lower compared to all other 

gasoline and hydroxygen operation.                                 

                  The spark energy, turbulence, the spark duration at set CDI spark timing, the 

presence of water vapour in hydroxygen were becoming so favourable for existing engine that 

the overall performance and emission for 0.6 mm EGSP with hydroxygen addition becomes 

most beneficial compared to gasoline operation as well as 0.35 mm and 0.8 mm EGSP with 

and without hydroxygen addition for present experimental work range of speed and load 

which is sufficient to take up the city driving conditions (Shuofeng et.al., 2010). 

 C)-Initial Road test for Life cycle analysis test. 

As per methodology adopted the electrolytic cell was attached to 100 cc DTSi Discover bike 

with laboratory optimized hydroxygen flow rate of 600 ml/hr and 0.6 mm EGSP was taken 

for initial trial with 400 ml of gasoline.  

Average Energy release rate benefits in based on fuel saving of 2.281 ml/Km in Watt found 

to be Considering the BTE (ƞ%) 65.39 watt and 44.01 watt can be achieved with hydroxygen 

as an additive with relative mileage rise of 33.71% (Odometer) against the average electrolytic 

cell battery power consumption of 8.425 watt on road, 7.835 watt during laboratory flow 

measurement experiment. Fuel saving found to be 25.20%. 

 D)-Life cycle test results on road: - 

After conducting the initial road test, the Bike was run on gasoline and hydroxygen 

alternatively almost 14981 km as a part of life cycle analysis. After that it was run for 2000 

kms with and without hydroxygen as methodology decided as per IS-10000-Part IX and AIS-

137 (Pat-1).  

The  fuel saving to cover the distance of 2000 km on road during the life cycle test found to 

be 3.08 ml/km and respective benefits with considering the BTE ɳ% reflected in heat release 
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rate found to be 81.69 watt and average energy release rate benefits in watt considering the 

BTE (ƞ%) to cover the 2000 km in respective time and fuel consumption with and without 

hydroxygen as an additive found to be 79.83 watt with relative mileage rise of 27.82% 

(Odometer) for life cycle road test against the average battery power consumption of 8.425 

watt. Fuel savings found to be 21.25% during the life cycle analysis with hydroxygen as an 

additive with mileage rise from 70.63 Km/litre to 90.28 Km/litre. 

        Engine oil testing for oil properties and wear analysis:  

Sample 0 represents neat oil, sample 1 represents oil sample taken at 1000 kms without 

hydroxygen as an additive, sample 2 represents oil sample taken at 2000 kms without 

hydroxygen as an additive, sample 3 represents oil sample taken at 1000 kms with hydroxygen 

as an additive, sample 4 represents oil sample taken at 2000 kms with hydroxygen as an 

additive.  

Variation in All Physio chemical properties almost remains within limit with and without 

hydroxygen. The moisture content was found to be less for hydroxygen operation at 1000 and 

2000 km represents higher combustion temperature. Also TBN remains higher for hydoxygen 

operation at 1000 km represents less acidity in the oil sample, the ionising agent KOH in 

electrolytic cell shows the advantage against the acidity of engine oil. 

 

Table no 14 Represents the FTIR-Spectroscopy results. Sample numbers represents 

as per its usual notations. Results are shown in table no. 14 as under. 

 

Sample 

number 

Oxidation 0-8 

ASTM E2412 

Sulphation 0-17 

ASTM E2412 

Nitration 0-10 

ASTM E2412 

1 0.03 0 0.04 

2 0.02 0.01 0.03 

3 4 10 5 

4 5 11 5 

Table no. 14 FTIR-Spectroscopy of sample taken at 1000 km and 2000 

km during the life cycle test without (sample no 1 & 2) and with (sample 

no. 3 & 4) hydroxygen as an additive. 

 

                  Here though the Oxidation, sulphation and nitration increased but it did not reflect 

in wear, physio chemical properties degradation, depletion of additives and increase in acidity 

in oil sample. It’s because of presence of gaseous hydroxygen and higher combustion 

temperature. 

The Spectroscopy-Elemental Analysis (Contamination) results showed the less Si 

contamination with hydroxygen as an additive. Here the presence of Sodium elements apart 
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from as additive it was formed higher in hydroxygen operation because of water vapour 

presence in hydroxygen from electrolyte but remained in limit and did not impact the wear, 

additives and oil properties. 

The Spectroscopy-Elemental Analysis (Additives) results showed the less depletion of 

additives like Calcium, Magnesium, Boron, Zinc, Phosphorous, and Molybdenum with 

hydroxygen as an additive showed the prolong life of engine oil. 

The Wear particles type ferrous/contamination wear (severity on 0-10 scale/particle size in 

microns having scale of 1 to 4 for few, 5 to 7 for moderate and 8 to 10 for heavy wear) showed 

the rubbing wear particles having less than 15-micron size had same scale of 5 on 0-10 scale 

for with and without hydroxygen as an additive.  

While sliding wear - elongated particles having aspect ratio greater than 30:1 was found to be 

less in microns for hydroxygen operation for sample taken at 1000 and 2000 km. It had scale 

of 2 on 0-10 scale for 2000 kms oil sample of hydroxygen operation compared to gasoline 

operation. 

-During the experiments the repeatability of results were checked and found to be 

within 5% tolerance limit as per IS:  10000 (Part   IX) – 1980.  

-The absolute uncertainty found as under (Moffat, 1982) 

GASOLINE OPERATION HYDROXYGEN 703 Ml/Hr 

ᵟBP KW ᵟBTE in % ᵟBP KW ᵟBTE in % 

0.00339 0.889467 0.003387 1.122928 

0.6 mm EGSP Gasoline   0.6 mm EGSP + Hydroxygen  

ᵟBP KW ᵟBTE in % ᵟBP KW ᵟBTE in % 

0.00339 0.889467 0.003387 1.122928 

9 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE SCOPE 

 Following conclusions were derived from the present research work. 

9.1 The hydroxygen addition in SI engine without any major modification has positive effect in 

performance and emission parameters. 

9.2 The experiment which was conducted on 150 cc Bajaj Pulsar DTSi bike engine with different 

Hydroxygen gas  flow rate of 400 ml/hr, 703 ml/hr, 1196 ml/hr and 2183 ml/hr showed that 

703 ml/hr hydroxygen flow rate became optimum with the maximum relative decrease in 
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brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) 26.55%, relative increase in brake power (BP)  and 

brake thermal  efficiency(BTE, ƞ %) were 9.04% and 35.75% respectively, the maximum 

relative decrease in carbon monoxide (CO) , un burned hydrocarbon (HC) and Nitrogen Oxide 

(NOx) were 8.07%, 99.38% and 53.39% respectively against the 9.816 watt electrolytic cell 

average battery power consumption during the flow measurement experiment.  

9.3 The experiment which was conducted on 135 cc Bajaj Discover DTSi bike with 600 ml per 

hour hydroxygen flow rate introduced to the engine intake manifold showed 0.60 mm 

electrodes gap of spark plug (EGSP) as optimum. The performance and emission were found 

to be optimum for 0.6 mm electrodes gap of spark plug with hydroxygen addition with the 

maximum relative decrease in brake specific fuel consumption (BSFC) 50.246%, relative 

increase in brake power (BP) and brake thermal efficiency (BTE, ƞ %) were 76.82% and 

101.32% respectively, the maximum relative decrease in carbon monoxide (CO), un burned 

hydrocarbon (HC) and Nitrogen Oxide (NOx) were 96.96%, 90.29% and 81.73% respectively. 

The electrolytic cell average battery power consumption was found to be 7.83 watt during 

laboratory flow measurement experiment and 18.64 watt during the laboratory experiment 

done on engine.  

9.4 The optimized hydroxygen flow rate of 600 ml/hr and 0.60 mm EGSP, the road test was 

conducted on 100 cc 4S Bajaj discover DTSi bike. The initial performance with 400 ml of 

gasoline with and without hydroxygen as an additive showed the mileage rose up to 29.54% 

on relative basis with hydroxygen addition from the electrolytic cell with 8.425-watt average 

battery power consumption during the road test.  

9.5 The life cycle test on 100 cc Bajaj discover DTSi bike was conducted on road as per IS: 10000 

(Part-IX) and AIS-137(Part-I) to have real world city and urban driving scenario effect. The 

oil sample analysis showed the increase in the Oxidation, sulphation and nitration with 

hydroxygen as an additive compared to without hydroxygen but remained in limits. It’s 

because of presence of gaseous hydroxygen and higher combustion temperature. Apart from 

that wear particle size in micron and in PPM, depletion of additives in oil, physio chemical 
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properties degradation and WPC 100.0 Index scale after 2000 km found to be very less or 

remained more stable with hydroxygen as an additive compared to gasoline operation with 

rise in mileage from 70.63 Km/Litre to 90.28 Km/Litre. This showed the 21.75% of gasoline 

saving with hydroxygen as an additive. 

Future Scope of Work: 

1) The hydroxygen as an additive contains loosely bonded Hydrogen and oxygen in ionized form 

and by the time it reacts with gasoline it may converted in stabilized hydrogen so it may create 

hydrogen embrittlement of some of the engine part and sudden failure may occur. In the 

present entire research work even though the prolong use of hydroxygen in Bike engine did 

not encounter the sudden failure and did not show the sign of hydrogen embrittlement. Even 

though, it is suggested to check the key engine parts for hydrogen embrittlement/strength by 

XRD residual stress measurement as NDT technique. Also suggested to examine the fractured 

specimen by scanning electron microscope in order to identify the fracture mode caused by 

changes of the dominant HE mechanism. 

2) After hydrogen embrittlement testing to ensure the two-wheeler vehicle safety if hydroxygen 

addition methodology applies to existing old Indian two-wheeler gasoline vehicle than based 

on oil ministry's Petroleum Planning and Analysis Cell (PPAC) 2017-18 data USD 2.762 

Billion (Rs 189.04 billion rupees) per annum can be saved in foreign exchange considering 

the average 2018 exchange rate of 68.41 rupees per dollar. 

3)  The hydroxygen addition may be extended to gasoline three- and four-wheels existing vehicle 

(BS-IV and BS VI) without major modification of engine to conserve the fossil fuel till the 

Indian transport sector becomes EV driven using the 60% of electricity source generated from 

the non-conventional-sources.  

4) The hydroxygen as an additive may be tested for its suitability to diesel two, three, four and 

multi-wheels vehicle to conserve the fossil fuel without engine modification in existing 

vehicles. 
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